
EVOLUTION OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION ESSAY

The evolution of public administration as a separate discipline can be in his essay, â€œThe Science of Public
Administrationâ€• expressed three.

Public Administration as a Subject - If we talk about Public Administration as a discipline that is to be studied
and analysed then Public Administration is a very new subject when compared to other traditional subjects
like Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Geography etc. As a discipline public policy perspective is the study of
govt. The above functions cause "Administrative lag" which is due to difference between aspirations and
performance. By s, both the objections were completely rejected by scholars of public administration. The
New Public Administration In a conference of young public administrationist on new public administration
was held. It was objected that- Politics and administration could never be separated clearly because in practice,
there is close nexus between politics and administration. Creative Experience by M. These are what constitutes
the evolution of public administration. One of the greatest transformations to American society was the mass
migration of families from the inner cities to the suburbs. Apart from that institutional location of politics was
said to be with the legislature and higher levels of government. White published a book '' Introduction to the
Study Of Public Administration'' in that further buttressed this view. Scientific management was as well
undergoing broadening humanising process in response to social needs and forces. Therefore,under these new
reforms Public Administration has to very fairly play the role of a
enabler,collaborater,facilitator,co-operation,partnering through public-pvt partnership in various sectors like
telecom,airlines,electricityetc ,regulating the market and directly handling sensitives depts such as defence,law
and order,atomic energy and foreign policy. It was at this stage that public administration commanded
respectability and its products were in great demand both in government and business. This essay became the
foundation of public administration as an academic discipline separate from political science. The evolution of
health care services in the United States U. The next stage that is the crisis of identity stage is set in the late
20th century where many parts of the world were just out of wars and colonisation called the developing
nations. Scientific management handled the business of administration becomes a slogan. Here it has come
closer to political science again and also has incorporated many management principles to help public
administration cope up with the dynamics of its discipline and conduct. A report, from red tape to results.
These were the second generation behaviouralists as per George Frederickson who was a very important part
of the FIrst Minnowbrook Conference and the main convenor of the 2nd Minnowbrook conference 20 years
later in  The paper goes on to explore different methods of execution and how they have progressed and
changed over the years. This was the major reason for people to readily lap up his view. The doctrine of
Politics Administration dichotomy clearly indicates that the framework of working of politicians and
bureaucrats should be clearly demarcated and no one should interfere in the field of the other. Industrial
revolution has given rise to socio - economic problems forcing governments to take up new activities. Era of
Challenge The dominant theme during this period was the advocacy of human relationship behavioural
approach to the study of public administration. Papers on the Science of Administration by Gulick and Urwick
3. Broad view include all governmental activities with the purposed to fulfil public policy. Using market
mechanisms to problem.


